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ABSTRACT
Helpers providing guidance for collaborative physical tasks shift their gaze between the workspace, supply area, and instructions. Understanding when and why helpers gaze at each area is important both for a theoretical understanding of collaboration on physical tasks and for the design of automated video systems for remote collaboration. In a laboratory experiment using a collaborative puzzle task, we recorded helpers’ gaze while manipulating task complexity and piece differentiability. Helpers gazed toward the pieces bay more frequently when pieces were difficult to differentiate and less frequently over repeated trials. Preliminary analyses of message content show that helpers tend to look at the pieces bay when describing the next piece and at the workspace when describing where it goes. The results are consistent with a grounding model of communication, in which helpers seek visual evidence of understanding unless they are confident that they have been understood. The results also suggest the feasibility of building automated video systems based on remote helpers’ shifting visual requirements.

Categories & Subject Descriptors: H5.3. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI): Group and organizational interfaces – collaborative computing, computer-supported collaborative work

General Terms: Experimentation, Human Factors

Keywords: Eye-tracking, computer-supported collaborative work, video mediated communication, video conferencing, gesture, conversational analysis, empirical studies

INTRODUCTION
Collaborative physical tasks are tasks in which two or more people work together on 3D objects in the real world. For example, surgical teams collaborate to operate on patients, telephone repair technicians provide instructions on how to fix equipment, and architects collaborate on building layouts. Because the expertise required for a task may not always be present at the worksite, there is growing demand for technologies to support remote collaboration on physical tasks.

A growing body of research demonstrates that video systems that focus on the workspace can provide value for remote collaboration on physical tasks (e.g., [14], [16], [20], [27]). Specifically, scene cameras providing static but wider views of the workspace appear to be more beneficial to collaborators than head-mounted cameras that show narrow, dynamic views or to audio-only systems. Systems that further incorporate an ability to point and gesture in the workspace are even more valuable (e.g., [15]).

Despite their successes, however, scene cameras have important limitations. Perhaps most problematic is that they are typically immobile, making it impossible for remote participants to pan the scene or zoom in on an area of interest in the workspace. Several systems have addressed this problem by allowing remote camera control (e.g., [30], [31], [35], [37]); however, the task of manipulating the camera interferes with smooth interpersonal communication. Investigators have also tried providing remote participants with multiple camera views (e.g., [16], [18]), but providing multiple views is bandwidth-intensive and has not proven beneficial to participants. In the present work, we consider a third possibility—combining the above strategies to provide the right camera feed at the right time during a task. More specifically, we investigate whether remote instructors’ gaze patterns toward different visual resources show regularities that would enable us to predict what view of the workspace would be most beneficial at specific points of time during the task. Our long-term goal is to provide guidelines for automated camera control systems that present the right visual information at the right time.

In addition, we investigate how task properties such as the ability to discriminate between task pieces affect eye gaze patterns. Our results suggest that the use of visual information is predictable based on several parameters, including the global characteristics of the task (e.g.,
difficulty), the progress of the task (e.g., number of trials completed), and the worker’s actions.

We investigate these issues using a real-time collaborative online task in which one partner (the “helper”) instructs another (the “worker”) on how to build a puzzle. We record the helper’s eye gaze, the collaborators’ dialogue, and the worker’s actions in real time. Using this data, we investigate the relationship between the remote helper’s focus of attention and task parameters. The results suggest that percentage of gaze toward different visual targets in the workspace is highly predictable based on these parameters.

In the remainder of this paper, we first present the theoretical framework guiding our work. Then, we describe our experimental method and the results of our study. We conclude with a discussion of the implication of our findings for the design of automated video systems.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Collaborative Physical Tasks

When collaborators work on a task together, they have some information on the visual elements of their work environment. These pieces of information include the positions of work-related objects and tools and the status of the task itself (e.g., [12], [21], [43]). The collaborators take this visual information into account as they speak and act. Through conversation, the collaborators identify target objects to one another, describe actions to be taken and confirm the outcome of those actions taken.

In this paper, we focus on instructional tasks in which the collaborators' participation can be differentiated into either a helper role or worker role. The helper guides the worker to complete certain operations. The worker performs the actual task actions. Such a helper-worker relationship is similar to a teacher guiding a student on a lab project or a head resident teaching new doctors how to treat a patient.

Given the dynamic nature of collaborative tasks, helpers and workers must carefully coordinate their activities. A helper needs to know when it is appropriate to interrupt and provide assistance. After giving the advice, the helper needs to know if it has been comprehended as intended.

Visual information plays two roles in coordinating helper and worker communication and actions. First, it provides situation awareness—an ongoing awareness of the work environment and the activities taking place within it [10]. For example, if a teacher sees that a student is performing an incorrect operation, he or she can intervene to correct the student's mistake. Second, visual information can facilitate conversational grounding, or the interactive process by which communicators come to a state of mutual understanding ([5], [6], [7]). As seen in the following excerpt, each contribution builds up the common ground between collaborators.

H: "Ok, now take the salmon red piece"
W: "Er... which one? This one?"

H: "No. One shade darker."
W: "This?"
H: "Yeah."

Sometimes, contributions can be grounded immediately by an acknowledgment ("yeah", "uh huh"); other times, clarifications or corrections will be needed before the collaborators can reach common ground [25].

According to Clark and Marshall [5], there are three ways collaborators can establish common ground: through membership in a common group (community membership), by relying on previous communication (linguistic co-presence) and by sharing the same space (physical co-presence). In this research, we focus on physical co-presence and the visual resources it makes available for situation awareness and conversation grounding.

Shared Visual Space

We define shared visual space as the set of mutually visible entities, including participants' bodies and faces, people and objects in the workspace, and the larger environment. When collaborators are co-present, they share substantial visual space, which they can rely upon when planning what to say or do next. Many previous studies (e.g., [14], [15], [16], [27], [36]) have found that pairs who worked side-by-side, where all sources of visual information are readily available, completed tasks more quickly and more accurately than pairs who worked apart and could only converse but not see each other's environment.

When people are co-present, they share several types of visual information, which vary in their importance for maintaining situation awareness and grounding conversation. For the purposes of the current study, it is useful to distinguish among three key resources: participants' heads and faces, participants' actions, and task objects [27]. As illustrated in Table 1, each of these visual resources has different benefits for collaboration depending upon the phase of the task.

| Table 1. Visual resources in collaborative physical tasks (adapted from Kraut et al. [27]). |
|----------------------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Task Phase | Type of Visual Information | People's Heads/Faces | Actions | Objects |
| Identify Objects | Gaze direction helps indicate objects | Use gestures to refer to task objects | Use gestures to refer to task objects |
| Procedural Instructions | N/A | Use gestures to demonstrate procedures | Create up-to-date descriptions of objects and locations |
| Monitor comprehension | Observe facial expressions | Observe appropriateness of actions | Observe appropriateness of changes to task objects |
Mediating Shared Visual Space in Remote Collaboration

While participants working side-by-side benefit from rich shared visual information, people working together at a distance must rely on some type of telecommunications, which limit the type and amount of visual information that can be shared. Most video systems can only provide a subset of the visual cues available in side-by-side collaboration. Benefits of video systems are task and situation dependent [47]. Studies show that task performance achieved by using such systems is either a middle ground between side-by-side and audio-only settings (e.g., [36], [16]), or not significantly better than audio-only (e.g., [14], [44]).

One improvement suggested by Gaver et al. [18] is to provide multiple video feeds that participants can switch between. Such an approach is problematic due to the high equipment requirements. Also, the ability to switch between video feeds made it difficult for users to understand what elements of the visual environment were shared.

An alternative strategy is to identify the key types of visual information used in side-by-side settings and to design or implement systems to provide the critical elements of shared visual space to remote collaborators. Fussell and colleagues [16], for example, assessed the value of two different video systems—a head-mounted video system with eye-tracking capability and a scene camera that provides a wider view of the work area—on a robot construction task. Each video system matches up to one or more sources of visual information provided by physical co-presence. Performance with the scene camera was faster than with audio-only, while the head-mounted camera with eye tracking capabilities provided little benefit. Moreover, the combination of head-mounted camera and scene camera led to longer performance times than the scene camera alone. The study highlights some of the difficulties of using video systems to deliver theoretically relevant visual cues.

A possible explanation for the marginal utility of the head-mounted camera is that the head-mounted camera shows where the worker is looking, not where the helper wants to look. Perhaps, when the worker is assembling a certain part of the robot, the helper wants to look around the workspace for the next piece. The head-mounted camera will only show the worker putting the piece together during this task phase and the helper is forced to be idle, as he or she cannot immediately access the desired visual information. In order to design effective video systems to support collaborative physical tasks, it is important to know what visual information the helper needs at each stage of the task. One way to investigate this issue is using eye-tracking methodology to track helpers’ gaze patterns. We discuss this possibility in the next section.

Eye-Tracking as a Method for Understanding Visual Information in Collaborative Physical Tasks

Eye-tracking methods allow investigators to obtain a fine-grained understanding of people’s use of visual information. A number of studies have used eye-tracking to investigate relationships between gaze and actions in non-collaborative physical tasks (e.g., [32], [33], [40]) and in complex athletic behaviors (e.g., [38], [46]).

Eye-tracking has also been used as a tool to understand interpersonal communication (e.g., [9], [26]). These studies have typically used a referential communication task in which one person describes a series of objects for another person, who must find the target in an array of alternatives.

Other studies have used eye-tracking to determine people’s focus of attention in conversation. Vertegaal et al. [45] examined gaze at partners during a four-person conversation about current events and found that gaze strongly indicated participants’ focus of attention. Stiefelhagen & Zhu [42] also studied gaze during four-party conversations with a focus on how head and eye movements were associated as cues of attention. Gullberg [22] studied gestures in conversational settings and found that consistent with previous research, (e.g., [1]) listeners do not always fixate speakers’ gestures. In a slightly different vein, Dabbish and Kraut [8] used eye-tracking to investigate the effects of the degree of detail presented in online awareness notifications about a partner’s status on the timing of electronic communications.

With the exception of the Dabbish and Kraut study, none of the studies described above looked at conversations in which participants had to manipulate objects or perform other physical activities while they were conversing. There are, however, some recent studies that provide strong evidence that people naturally look at objects or devices with which they are interacting. Campana and colleagues [3] describe a system that uses a speaker’s eye movements to determine what he or she is referring to, and hence improve the performance of a dialogue system. Maglio and colleagues [34] investigated people’s speech and gaze when interacting with an “office of the future” and found that subjects nearly always looked at the addressed device before making a request. Similar results are reported by Brumitt et al. [2].

In the most relevant study to the current investigation, Fussell et al. [17] used eye-tracking to determine the relative importance of different visual resources (e.g., partners’ faces, partners’ actions, task pieces) in a collaborative robot construction task. Results suggested that helpers look more often and for longer durations at the object being constructed, task pieces and tools, and the worker’s hands than they look at the worker’s face and other aspects of the work environment.

Although the Fussell et al. study is useful for understanding how helpers make use of visual information
during collaborative physical tasks, it suffered from some limitations that reduce its usefulness for system design. First, because the visual scene was constantly changing, gaze targets had to be hand-coded rather than automatically calculated from gaze coordinates within a set frame. This induces an undesirable level of error in the calculations. Second, there was no single unit of time that could be applied both to speech and to gaze coding, so it was impossible to investigate relationships between message content and visual requirements. Third, workers’ actions were not taped or coded, so the investigators could not determine how these actions impacted helpers’ gaze.

In the current study, we use a collaborative online jigsaw puzzle task adapted from Kraut and colleagues ([19], [20], [28]) to provide more detailed and accurate information about interrelationships among gaze, speech and actions. In this task, a remote helper verbally instructs a worker to arrange color blocks on a computer screen in a way that matches a target puzzle. The workers’ work area can be yoked to the helper’s screen, so that there is visual evidence of the worker’s puzzle construction actions.

Previous studies using online puzzle tasks ([19], [20], [28]) suggest that it provides a useful analog of real-world 3D tasks in which variables of interest can be tightly controlled. In addition, the online puzzle task has two important benefits for the investigation of gaze: First, the helper’s focus of attention can be automatically and robustly computed on a 2-D plane, allowing for a detailed understanding of where helpers are looking and minimizing errors induced by hand-coding gaze. Second, the time stamping of the automatically processed gaze coordinates can be lined up precisely with the time stamping of utterances and worker actions. This is generally not possible with 3D tasks.

**The Current Study**

In our version of the online jigsaw puzzle task, both the workspace, in which the worker is constructing the puzzle, and the pieces bay, in which the puzzle pieces are stored until use, are yoked to the helper’s screen. Helpers can thus direct their gaze such that they obtain visual evidence of the piece the worker is selecting or visual evidence of the workspace where the worker is assembling the puzzle, but not both at the same time. In addition, the target puzzle solution is presented online as a third possible gaze target. (Figure 1).

In this study we analyze how helpers distribute their visual attention across the workspace, puzzle piece bay, and target puzzle. We give some examples of how the two sources of visual cues can facilitate different phases of the puzzle task in Table 2.

**Table 2. Functions of the two shared visual sources in four sample task phases.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Phase</th>
<th>Visual Information</th>
<th>Workspace</th>
<th>Pieces Bay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Helper specifies a color piece</td>
<td>By looking at the current progress of the task the helper can decide which color piece the worker needs next</td>
<td>The helper needs to describe the color piece accurately</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helper specifies the location of the single color piece</td>
<td>The helper needs to know where the grabbed color piece should go</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker grabs a color piece</td>
<td>The helper can plan how to describe the location for that piece</td>
<td>The helper can monitor whether the worker is grabbing the right piece</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker positions a color piece in the workspace</td>
<td>The helper can confirm whether the worker positions the color piece correctly</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each puzzle, which is composed of a certain number of color blocks, is characterized by two parameters: complexity and color difficulty. We employed eye-tracking technology to compute and record the intersection of the helper’s line of sight and the screen plane. We also tracked and recorded the worker’s movements, both in the workspace and the pieces bay.

**Hypotheses**

To analyze the influence of the task characteristics on the helper’s focus of attention, we examine four hypotheses. These hypotheses are formulated in terms of percentage

---

**Figure 1. Helper’s display in the online puzzle task.**

The solution to the puzzle (target) is shown in the center bottom. The pieces bay, from which pieces can be selected, is shown on the upper right. The workspace, where the worker is assembling the puzzle, is shown on the upper left.
gaze directed at the pieces bay vs. the other two gaze targets (workspace, target puzzle):

1. Less differentiability among pieces will lead to greater percentage gaze at the pieces bay. We hypothesized that the helper would look at the pieces bay more when the colors are more difficult to differentiate. With difficult-to-differentiate colors, there is less certainty that the worker can correctly identify the piece and therefore a greater need for visual evidence of the workers’ understanding.

2. Greater puzzle complexity will be associated with greater percentage gaze at the pieces bay. We hypothesized that the helper would look at pieces bay more when there are more color blocks in the task, again because of a greater need for visual evidence of the workers’ understanding.

3. Gaze at the pieces bay will decrease over trials. We hypothesized that the helper would spend less time looking at the pieces bay over trials, because the helper will establish grounding of the colors with the worker. That is, with repeated successes, the helper will become more confident that the worker can identify the piece from his/her description and therefore require less visual evidence of comprehension.

4. Helpers’ gaze toward the workspace and pieces bay will be correlated with actual worker actions in those areas. Our assumption is that helpers look in these regions for visual information because the evidence of the worker’s understanding they require is, in fact, in these areas.

In addition to testing these hypotheses, we perform a preliminary exploration of the relationship between the content of helpers’ messages and their eye gaze.

METHOD

Design
The design formed a $2$ (piece differentiability) by $3$ (puzzle complexity) by $9$ (trial) factorial within-subjects study. The factors manipulated were whether the pieces were solid or shaded, the number of color pieces in the target puzzle and the difficulty in differentiating the color blocks. The three puzzles for each level piece differentiability (solid vs. shaded) were presented in a single block. The order of presentation of puzzles was counterbalanced across participants.

Participants
Twenty-four college undergraduate and graduate students, all with normal color vision, participated in this study for $15$ each.

Equipment and Software
The eye tracking system consisted of an ISCAN RK-426PC pupil/corneal reflection tracker, an ISCAN HMEIS head mounted eye-imaging system with head tracking sensor, a Polhemus InsideTRAK magnetic position sensor, and a stand-alone scene camera (see Figure 2).

Before the task, the helper’s display’s 3-D coordinates relative to the Polhemus magnetic sensor were registered into the software. The experimenter then calibrated the helper’s eyes by asking him/her to look at five stationary points on the display. After calibration, the software could compute the helper’s line-of-sight with his/her eye position and head position. The intersection of the line-of-sight and the defined plane, which was the helper’s display, was also calculated and overlaid on the video of the scene camera in real-time. The software recorded the calculated coordinates at a frequency of 60HZ.

The video of the scene camera overlaid with the helper’s eye gaze and the movement of the worker were recorded on a Panasonic DV-VCR. Wireless microphones were used to record the conversation between the subjects.

Figure 2. System setup on the helper’s side. The pupil/corneal reflection tracker and the head tracking sensor are on the helper’s helmet, the Polhemus magnetic position sensor is behind the helper, and by the side from behind there is a stand alone scene camera taking videos of the helper’s display.

The helper’s display was designed in the way that the 3 areas (workspace, pieces bay, and target) were positioned in a triangular shape (Figure 1 above). Therefore, the helper could shift his/her eye gaze from one area directly to one of the other two areas. To obtain the helper’s focus of attention at a specific time we registered the index of one of the areas with the recorded eye gaze coordinates at that time. Nevertheless, due to the zero error of the magnetic sensor and the pupil/corneal reflection tracker, the absolute coordinate itself is not a reliable metric. To overcome this, we made use of the global information: for each section we clustered all eye gaze points by using K-Means vector quantization (VQ) method. We chose 3 initial centers located triangularly. Within 10 iterations the algorithm converged and the outputs were 3 new centers. Given an eye gaze coordinate, we classified the focus of attention with the index of its closest center. An example of eye gaze
coordinate distribution from one section of the tasks and the clustering result are shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. An example of eye gaze distribution from one section of the tasks. After running K-Means VQ algorithm we got 3 clusters and classified each point’s focus of attention.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workspace</th>
<th>Pieces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ![Target Puzzle](image)

**Materials**

18 target color puzzles were created by randomly selecting color blocks and forming configurations of 5, 10 or 15 pieces (see Figure 4). There were 6 different puzzles for each level of complexity.

![Figure 4. Examples of puzzle configurations with 5, 10, and 15 pieces, respectively.]

For every puzzle complexity, three of the target color puzzles were formed from the pieces pool that was easily differentiated—there were at most two shades of the same color in the pieces pool. For example, there were only two different greens, bright green and dark green. The other three target color puzzles were formed from the pieces pool that was harder to differentiate—there were five shades of the same color in the pieces pool. For example, the RGB values of the five different greens were e6ff6, b3ff3, 80ff80, 4dff4d and 00d00 (in hexadecimal). The orders of the 18 puzzles were counterbalanced by puzzle complexity and color difficulty.

LCD screen monitors were used as they displayed the colors more clearly that CRT monitors. Figure 5 shows the layout on the worker’s screen.

![Figure 5. Worker’s display, with the pieces bay shown on the right and the workspace shown on the left. Workers’ actions in these areas were transmitted to the helper’s display, as shown in Figure 1.](image)

**Procedure**

Participants were randomly assigned to the helper and worker roles upon arrival for the study. They were then seated in the same room at their respective computer terminals with a barrier between them such that they could hear but not see one another.

The experimenter then calibrated the eye-tracker on the helper. After the calibration, the helper gave verbal instructions to the worker on how to move and arrange the color blocks from the pieces bay to the workspace such that configuration of the color blocks in the workspace matches that of the color blocks in the target area. The worker, who was allowed to converse freely with the helper and ask questions whenever necessary, would then drag-and-drop the color blocks based on the helper’s instructions from the pieces bay to the workspace. The helper was able to see the worker’s pieces bay and workspace and the worker’s drag-and-drop movement as he or she gave the instructions.

When a puzzle was completed, the experimenter helped the helper select the next puzzle, such that the helper did not need to operate the computer at all. A 5-minute break was taken after 9 puzzles of the same color difficulty were completed to prevent eye-fatigue. After the break, the experimenter calibrated the eye-tracker on the helper again before resuming. Sessions lasted 60 to 90 minutes. During the tasks, the coordinates of the helper’s eye gaze, the dialogue between the partners, and the movement of the worker are recorded.
RESULTS

Statistical Analysis
Data was analyzed using a mixed-model design in which subjects was a random factor and shading, puzzle complexity, trial, and block were fixed-subjects. This model takes individual differences in gaze into account while computing the fixed effects.

For the current analyses, we focus on percentage gaze directed at the pieces bay. However, because gaze toward the target (puzzle solution) remained relatively constant, gaze toward the pieces bay and gaze toward the workspace are inversely related ($r = -.76$). Consequently, the results for gaze toward the workspace show essentially the same pattern of significance but in the opposite direction. Overall, the fit of this model to the data was excellent (R Square = .69). A total of 18% of the variance was accounted for by the subject variable.

Puzzle Characteristics: Shading and Pieces
Gaze toward the pieces bay was significantly higher for shaded than for solid pieces ($F[1, 182] = 255.98, p < .0001$), supporting Hypothesis 1 (see Figure 6). Contrary to Hypothesis 2, however, gaze toward the pieces bay was significantly lower for puzzles with more pieces ($F[2, 182] = 11.28, p < .0001$). There was no interaction between shading and puzzle complexity ($F < 1, ns$).

Effects of Trial
Participants completed 9 trials per block of solid or shaded pieces, grouped into 3 puzzles of each puzzle size (counterbalanced across participants). We hypothesized that helpers would spend less time monitoring the pieces bay over trials. Consistent with this hypothesis, we found a significant effect of trial ($F[1, 182] = 37.68, p < .0001$). However, as can be seen in Figure 7, the trial effect only held for the easy to describe (solid) pieces; for shaded pieces, gaze toward the pieces bay remained high across all trials (for the interaction, $F[1, 182] = 27.49, p < .0001$).

Relationship between Gaze and Worker Actions
Worker actions were automatically detected and mapped onto the coordinates of the visual field to determine whether they occurred in the workspace or the pieces bay. Consistent with Hypothesis 4, gaze toward the workspace occurred 50% of the time that workers acted in this workspace. Gaze toward the pieces bay was higher when the worker was acting in that area, but just over 40% overall. This is probably due to the low levels of gaze toward the pieces bay for the solid colors in the later trials.

Relationships between Message Content and Gaze
In order to analyze the relationships between the content of helpers’ instructions and their eye gaze, we devised an automated parsing program that separates each transcribed utterance into clauses describing the next piece of the puzzle and clauses describing where to place that piece in the puzzle. The start and end time of each clause were...
labeled by an automatic speech recognition system, at accuracy of 10 milliseconds. We then computed eye gaze distributions in all clause segments. A preliminary evaluation of the parser showed that it correctly classified 94.5% of the clauses in 238 test sentences from five participants.

In Figure 9, we show the data from a sample of messages describing shaded puzzles from the first five participants in this study. This preliminary data clearly shows that gaze pattern varies as a function of the phase of instruction (description of the next piece vs. description of its location within the puzzle). When describing a piece, helpers overwhelmingly look at the pieces bay, whereas when they are describing a location, they are much more likely to look at the workspace.

Hypothesis 3 stated that over repeated trials, helpers would look less at the pieces bay because helpers and workers would have previously established common ground specifying what was meant by a given color description. This hypothesis was confirmed, but further analysis showed that the effect held only for the solid color, easy to distinguish pieces. For the more difficult shaded pieces, there was no effect of trial whatsoever. This suggests that even with prior evidence of comprehension, when task elements are particularly difficult to differentiate, helpers require visual evidence of workers’ comprehension.

Hypothesis 4 stated that helpers’ gaze would be correlated with actual worker actions. Although our results are consistent with this hypothesis, they are not conclusive. One problem is that the time frame within which these calculations are made may be too narrow. On average a worker drags/drops the mouse 3.22% of the time during the task. Moreover, taking a color piece from the pieces bay is much faster than positioning it in the workspace. The majority (75.80%) of the mouse movements happened in the workspace area.

A much more promising preliminary finding is that the part of the instruction currently being uttered is strongly associated with the primary focus of gaze. This suggests that automated real-time speech recognition and parsing techniques, once they are made robust, could be used to drive camera choices much as is done in automated auditoriums [11]. Although automated speech recognition remains a complicated technical challenge, we have found that for certain types of tasks, such as our puzzle or robot construction tasks (e.g., [15], [16]), the vocabulary appears to be sufficiently limited that automated speech recognition is feasible.

While the results suggest that automatic camera switching may be feasible, more work will be required before such a system can become a reality. Our current model can predict gaze toward the workspace or pieces bay at a significantly better than chance level, but it is far from 100% accurate. We are currently revising our models to improve predictive accuracy in two ways: First, we are performing full parsing of the transcripts to test whether the relationships we have found between part of utterance and gaze will hold across all subjects and trials. Second, we are using different windows of analysis to provide a better test of our hypothesis that helper gaze would be associated with worker actions. Finally, we are exploring new ways to do online prediction of sentence clause contents.

In future work, we will be conducting Wizard of Oz experiments to determine what level of accuracy in camera view selection people will find acceptable. We will also be broadening the scope of the work by applying our techniques to 3D collaborative physical tasks using an object marker system that will allow us to process gaze toward different targets as reliably in mobile tasks as we can in our current online puzzle simulation.
CONCLUSION
In summary, the results demonstrate that the amount of time helpers look at different targets can be reliably predicted by task characteristics and repeated trials. The results are consistent with a grounding view of communication, in which helpers seek visual evidence for workers’ understanding when they lack confidence of that understanding either from a shared common vocabulary (color pieces) or previous interaction (trials). In addition, the preliminary results showing relationships between utterance parts and gaze suggest that with a robust real-time parser, camera shifts could be automated to show helpers what they need to see, at the time they need to see it.
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